
 

 

 
MINI MK.II & III   1968 - 73   

  FRONT   SEAT FITTING INSTRUCTIONS   
  

SC3041 & SC3046   

  
     We would suggest that you read these instructions carefully before starting the  
removal of your old seat covers. For this e xercise we shall refer to the BASE cover as  
the one you sit on, and the SQUAB cover as the one you lean against. We are also  
assuming that you will be replacing all items except the seat frame.    
Removing old front seat covers.   You will see that the bas e seat cover is held to the  
frame by black seat clips. Push these off with the screwdriver. The tail end of the  
squab side band  is wrapped around the base frame. Peel this back and you will note  
that this is achieved by using a soft metal strip inserted in  a small pocket. Remove the  
strip and keep for later fitting. Once all the clips are removed, the base cover will  
come off the f rame with the base foam still attached. The squab cover can now be  
lifted off the frame as well. The old squab foam can be peele d off the frame, but note  
how the top corners are wrapped around the frame and then glued in place.   
Using the pliers, carefully  remove both diaphrams from the frame. At this stage the  
frame itself can be cleaned, repaired and painted. We would suggest you  either clamp  
the frame to the workbench or get someone to hold the frame when fitting the new  
diaphrams, as quite a lot of stren gth is required.   
Re - assembly.   The base frame foam wrap should be glued to the frame first of all.  
Apply glue the the edges of t he frame and the wrap and press into place. Place the  
base foam on the frame, you may need to cut out two small squares from the  rear of  
each corner to allow clearance around the squab frame upright tube. Apply glue to  
the the base frame and corresponding  area on the underside of the foam. Allow the  
glue to go tacky, then press the foam into place. You will have noticed that only t he  
base cover centre section is glued to the old base foam. Apply glue to the same area  
as the old pieces, then place the cover  centrally over the foam and press into place.  
Allow the glue to harden for at least one hour. Gradually roll the skirt of the co ver  
over the edges of the foam and initially clip each side until the cover looks square all  
the way round. When satisfied the r emaining clips can be put on.   
Before sticking the squab foam to the frame, place a protective cover over the base  
cover to avoid  damage. Rest the bottom of the squab foam on the base cover and note  
where you will need to apply glue so that the edges of the  foam can wrap around the  

frame. Remember that the top corners have to be tucked behind the frame to create  
a round “look”.  To  aid you to slide the seat cover over the foam, cut a piece off  
the plastic bag about 6” wide and glue this to the outer edge of  the foam all the  

way to the bottom edge. Replace the metal strips in the pockets of the side band then  
you can pull the cover ov er the frame. Pull down gently and when roughly in place  
make sure the simulated weld stitch lines mate up with those  on the ba se cover.  
Make sure the cover is pulled well down to allow the foam to fill the top corners of  
the cover. Wrap the soft metal en ds around the base frame, then tuck the front flap  
under the cover and clip. The back panel of the cover can now be tensioned an d  
clipped in place. Now you can start on the other seat. Happy Motoring.    
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TOOLS REQUIRED   
7/16” Spanner to remove seats.   

Flat ended screwdriver, scissors,    
pliers & adhesive   

Base foam & wrap   

Squab foam   

Squab diaphram   

Base diaphram   

Seat clips   

 


